
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

      SUNDAISE  
The Festival Darling Of Summer 2017 

 
From spiritually chilled to feverishly hedonistic, music festivals have unique personalities which appeal in 
so many ways that it’s almost impossible to pick a favourite. Nevertheless, it’s fair to say that Sundaise, 
Bay of Plenty’s three day festival darling, is now a distinctive player in its own right. The evolution from 
grass roots inception to the high calibre affair it is today, is remarkable. It just gets better and better, with 
the top quality production and performances of the 2015 event, catapulting it next level.  
 
Rachael Stanway is co-founder, visionary, and avid collector of lustrous lamps and titillating trinkets. 
Conceived in 2011 by a crew of creative, like-minded individuals, Rachael calls Sundaise “a house party 
on steroids”, a place where friends can indulge their love of music and sociability without constraints of 
inner city living.  
 
Set in a hidden valley surrounded by native bush on private farmland, the Waitawheta River winds gently 
through the midst of this outstanding location, both beautifying and rejuvenating. Dedicated to their 
original core focus on music, arts and sustainability, the Sundaise crew aim to continue their upward trend 
with a sterling line-up of bands, performers, D.J.s, artists, burlesque entertainers, and fire dancers. 
Interactive displays, workshops and a family friendly Kid’s Zone provide even more fun. 2017’s event is 
also thrilled to announce a fantastic new addition - ‘The Gypsy Extravaganza’. Rounding it all off, the food 
markets serve delicious, fresh, and largely organic fare, while boutique vendors offer a range of unique 
and sustainable products.  
 
A 1000 ticket limit only enhances the incredible quality of this experience further. The sheer ease of 
getting around will astound you, especially if you’re used to other festivals with a 500 metre trek to your 
next unmissable act. Sundaise perfectly captures all the best bits of the larger summer festivals, with 
none of the hassle that a massive crowd brings. An R18 event, Sundaise is not licenced to sell alcohol, 
offering the rare choice of BYO instead, reducing security checks, queues, and cost.  
 
When: 10th - 12th March, 2017 
Where: Dickey Flat, Waihi 
Tickets: ? 
 
For further information, please contact: Rachael Stanway at info@sundaise.co.nz or check out the 
website - www.sundaise.co.nz  
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